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The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is an agreement being negotiated between the
United States and ten other nations that grants foreign corporations the power to sue our
government in international tribunals when our legislatures pass laws and our courts issue
rulings that block their environmentally destructive projects and toxic exports. Under
TPP, the oil industry and other polluters can demand vast sums in compensation – not
only for the money they've already invested – but for profits they MIGHT have made in
the future! TPP could have a chilling effect on environmental legislation, potentially cost
the US vast sums in legal costs and dispute settlement money, and may lead our
government to overturn environmental laws to comply with the tribunal's rulings.
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TPP is shrouded in strict secrecy – members of Congress have little or no access to the
negotiating texts – but 600 corporate advisers have full access to US proposals and can
influence negotiations. The TPP may be completed by October with almost no input from
the public, the media, or Congress. Before sending TPP to Congress, President Obama is
expected to first call for Congress to vote on Fast Track Authority, which will force
Congress to vote on TPP without changing a single word of the agreement – undermining
the role the Constitution sets for Congress in international agreements.
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HOW CAN WE STOP THIS?

•Call your Senators and your Representative and urge them to vote against Fast Track
Authority for TPP. You can find their names and contact info at http://gjae.org/leg.
•Learn more and sign up to get involved at http://gjae.org/tpp or call Global Justice for
Animals and the Environment at (718) 218-4523.
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